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MOTIVATION
Activity recognition should be:
     a) Robust: dynamic backgrounds, occlusion, clutter 

     b) Efficient: fast processing
     c) Scalable: large number of classes, large datasets

CONTRIBUTIONS

- Accounting for co-occurrence of actors and tools

- Finding characteristic postures of both actors and tools
  under weak supervision

- Robust and scalable detection and localization

- Four max-margin methods for dictionary learning

- Proofs of convergence to the global optimum

PROBLEM  STATEMENT

Given a set of videos with class labels,
  

Extract a dictionary of:
    - Snapshots of human postures, 
    - Co-occurring objects (e.g., tools).
 

Represent a video as 
           a short sequence of codewords 
                            for exemplar-based recognition. 

input videos sequence of poses

RESULTS

examples of learned codewords on UCF Youtube [4]

[3] Yao et al. "Learning deformable action templates from cluttered videos," ICCV09
[4] Liu et al. "Recognizing realistic actions from videos in the wild," CVPR09
[8] Ke et al. "Event detection in crowded videos," ICCV07
[12] Lin et al. "Recognizing actions by shape-motion prototype trees," ICCV09
[19] Schueldt et al. "Recognizing human actions: A local SVM approach," ICPR04

comparison of our 2 formulations and 2 types of norms
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MAX-MARGIN  DICTIONARY  LEARNING

wi - vector of weights of all segments of video i 

maximizing the
hypothesis margin
of 1-NN classifier

max
w

zTw,

s.t. w ≥ 0, and �w� ≤ γ ,

- vectors of distances of all segment of video i to the nearest hit and missδimδih ,

concatenated vectors of distances and weights 
of all videos to their nearest misses and hits 
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log[1 + exp(−zTw)] + λ �w� ,

s.t. w ≥ 0
LR:

2 alternative formulations, and 
   2 types of norms: �2�1 and

⇓
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zT w
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s.t. w ≥ 0
LP:

segmentation tracking codewords 

OVERVIEW

input videos short sequence

dictionary of postures


